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Abstract 
This paper addresses the problem of scheduling n jobs on m identical parallel machines so 
as to minimize the completion time variance. Properties of optimal solutions are derived first. 
Then, complexity results are obtained, which show that the problem is NP-complete in the 
strong sense when m is arbitrary, and NP-complete in the ordinary sense when m is fixed. 
Two algorithms are proposed. The first algorithm can generate an optimal solution in time 
O(n2”P”(P - P,)“-‘/[m”(m - l)!]*), w h ere P is the sum of all the processing times and P, 
is the sum of the first m largest processing times. The second algorithm can find a near-optimal 
solution in time O(nP”(P - Pm)m-‘/mm(m - l)!). It is further shown that the relative error 
of the near-optimal solution is guaranteed to approach zero at a rate O(np2) as n increases. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider the problem of scheduling a set N = { 1,2, , n} of independent jobs 
on a set M={1,2,..., m} of identical and parallel machines. Each job i EN can be 
processed by any machine jEA4 and requires an integer processing time pi. All jobs 
are simultaneously ready for processing at time zero, and each machine is continuously 
available but can only process nonpreemptively one job at a time. Let A be a schedule. 
which specifies on which machine and at what time job i, for all iE N, should be 
processed. Accordingly, let nj(I) be the set of jobs assigned to machine j under E., 
and let C,(A) be the completion time of job i under 1. The problem is to find an 
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optimal schedule so as to minimize the variance of job completion times, namely, 
where ,4 is the set of all feasible schedules, and 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
is the mean completion time under 1. 
The model described above is a generalization of the well-known single-machine 
completion time variance (CTV) problem. For ease of reference, we will denote the 
multi-machine CTV model as Pl whereas the single-machine CTV model as PO. 
The CTV problem has applications when it is desirable to provide the jobs with a 
fair treatment as measured by the differences in their completion times. PO was orig- 
inally formulated by Merten and Muller [l 11, and motivated by the file organization 
problem in a computing system, where it is desirable to provide uniform response to 
users’ requests by minimizing the variance of access times to retrieve data files ref- 
erenced by the users. Similar to PO (see [S]), one can show that Pl is equivalent to 
the following problem which is to minimize the total squared differences in completion 
times: 
I$; SDC(A)= C [C,(i) - q(A)12. 
i,jEN 
(1.3) 
This model uses a nonlinear (squared) function as the performance measure, which 
has the effect of imposing a heavier penalty on a larger variation, and is appropriate 
for the situations where large differences between the job completion times are highly 
undesirable. An example of such a situation is a service system where several facilities 
are to serve, in parallel, the customers of the system, with an objective to avoid large 
variations in their completion times. Similar situations may also arise in manufacturing 
setting [8]. 
Since Merten and Muller’s work, much effort has been expended on studying 
PO. S&rage [12] gives a conjecture about the positions of the four largest jobs in an 
optimal sequence for the problem. Eilon and Chowdhury [3] establish a very impor- 
tant optimality condition: the V-shape property. Vani and Raghavachari [13] partially 
prove S&rage’s conjecture for problems with up to 18 jobs. Kanet [8] shows that 
S&rage’s conjecture on the fourth largest job does not hold, using a counter-example. 
Gupta et al. [6] propose a heuristic based on the complementary pair-exchange prin- 
ciple. Hall and Kubiak [7] complete the proof of S&rage’s conjecture for the first 
three largest jobs. Kubiak [9] accomplishes the NP-completeness proof for the single- 
machine problem, providing an answer to a long standing open question. De, Ghosh 
and Wells [2] develop an O(n2p) algorithm to find an optimal schedule, where P 
is the sum of processing times. Cai [l] proposes an O(nP) algorithm, which can 
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find an approximate solution with relative error approaching zero at a rate of O(ne2) 
as n increases. Kubiak [lo] converts the problem to a model of maximizing a 
zero-one quadratic function, and obtains an 0(n21’) algorithm based on this model, 
where p is the mean flow time of an SPT-schedule for all jobs except the longest 
one. In general, all research reviewed above is concerned with the single-machine 
case of the CTV problem. It is evident that, when there are a number of 
machines available to process jobs, the multi-machine model Pl should be 
considered. 
This paper studies the problem Pl with m machines. We first describe a number 
of optimality properties on the characterization of optimal solutions. We then prove 
that the problem is NP-complete in the strong sense when m is arbitrary, and in the 
ordinary sense when m is fixed. We propose two algorithms, based on the optimal- 
ity properties, which can find optimal or near-optimal solutions in pseudopolynomial 
time. 
Throughout this paper, we let A* denote an optimal schedule for Pl. Also, without 
loss of generality, we assume that the jobs are numbered so that PI d p2 d . d p,,. 
Further, we assume that n > m, as the problem with n bm is trivial. 
2. Properties 
Let us introduce the following auxiliary problem (call it P2): 
lp#d, = ngJ(d,I) = c c (C,(A) - d>2 
{ 
) 
jEM iE7c,(d) I (2.1) 
where R is the set of nonnegative real numbers and $(d), for any given d E R, is 
defined as the minimum J(d, A) with respect to I E A. Denote the optimal solution for 
P2 as d*. 
Property 1. A* is optimal to Pl if and only if it minimizes J(d*,A), ifi E A. 
Proof. First we note that, given any /l E YI, J(t?(A), A) d J(d, A), Md E R. Hence, d * = 
c(l?) in order that $(d*) is minimal, where A0 is a schedule that minimizes J(d*,A), 
ViEA. 
Thus, if I,* is a schedule that minimizes J(d*, A), Vi E A, then t,b(d*) = $(c(A*)) = 
J(~(;1*),EL*)6$(~(A))=J(~(;1),L’)dJ(~(A),;1), VAEA, where 2’ is a schedule that 
achieves the minimum of J(d, A) given d = c(A). This means that i* is optimal to 
Pl, noting J(C(l),i,) = nCTV(A). 
On the other hand, suppose jl* is optimal to Pl, namely, J(c(A* ), A*) < J(c(A), I_), 
‘d’i~ A. Then, if rC/(c(A*))<$(d), Vd ER, we can choose C(,J*) as an optimal d* 
for Ii/(d), which will give us J(d*,A*)=J(C(3.*),i*)<J(~(1),/2)<J(d*,A), \JAEA, 
meaning that A* minimizes J(d*, A), Vi E A. If $(C(n*)) >$(d*) and there exists 
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a schedule A’ with C(A’) = d * which achieves $(d * ) = I& c(A’)) = J(c(A’), A’), then 
J(C(A’),n’)<$(C(A*)) =J(C(A*),A”)<J(C(jl*), A*), where 1” is a schedule 
minimizing J(C(A* ), A). This contradicts the fact that A* is optimal to Pl. The proof 
is thus completed. q 
Because of the equivalence between Pl and P2 and between C(A* ) and d*, we will 
use them interchangeably in the sequel. 
Property 2. Under A*, the m longest jobs, namely, jobs n, II - 1,. . . , n - m + 1, are 
each scheduled first on one of the m machines. 
Proof. It is easy to show that, on any machine, the longest job assigned to that machine 
should be processed first (see [12]). Hence, the property is proven if we show that 
there exists an optimal schedule il* such that the m longest jobs n, n - 1,. . . , n - m + 1 
are each assigned to one of the machines. 
Suppose this is not true, then there must exist two machines, with one assigned two 
jobs, n-i and n-j, from the job set {n,n - 1,. . . , n -m + 1) while the other assigned 
no job from this set. One can show that, if n - j <n - i, then transferring job n - j 
to the machine without such a job will generate a better schedule. This completes the 
proof. 0 
Because of Property 2, from now on we consider only schedules which assign job 
n - j + 1 to machine j, for j = 1,2,. . . , m. 
The proof of the following property follows from a job transferring argument similar 
to that in the proof above. 
Property 3. If n 6 2m, A* assigns at most two jobs to machine j, one of which is job 
n -j + 1 and the other is a job ij with ij <n - m, j = 1,2,. . . , m. If n > 2m, il* assigns 
no less than two jobs to each machine. 
By Property 3, we can analytically obtain il* when n <2m. In fact, if job n - j 
+ 1 is the only job assigned to machine j, then Cn-j+l(i*)=d*, where d* =c(A*). 
Otherwise, if two jobs n - j + 1 and ij are assigned to machine j, then Cn_j+t(A*) = 
d* - ipi, and Ci,(l*)=d* + ipi,. 
Now let Vj(A*) be the sum of the processing times of the jobs assigned to machine j, 
excluding job n - j + 1, under A*. Property 4 below indicates that the total processing 
time on each machine should be approximately balanced, in the sense that all Vj(A* ) 
should be within a certain range about i(P - P,). This result will be utilized when 
we develop algorithms in Section 4. 
Property 4. Ivj(A*) - k(P - P,,,)l<2p,-, for j = 1,2,. .,m, where P = Cy=, pi and 
Pm = CL, Pn-i+l. 
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Proof. Let $(A*) and $‘(A*) be, respectively, the completion times of the first job 
and the last job assigned to machine j under 3,*, for j = 1,2,. . . , m. Then, it is easy 
to see that ]$(A*) - zi(A*)] <p,_, and l~y(3~*) - $(a*)1 <p,-, for all j and k. 
(If this is not true for a pair of machines, then transferring a job from one machine to 
the other will generate another schedule 1,’ with J(d*, A’) <.Z(d*, A*).) This implies 
that lvj(i*) - vk(J*)I <2p,_, or -2p,_, + vk(i*)<v,(A*)<2p,_, + vk(i*) for all 
j and k. Summing up for k= 1,2,...,m, we have -2mp,_, + (P - P,)<mvj(i*)< 
2mp,_, + (P - P,), since C,“=, vk(3-*) = P - P,. This completes the proof. c7 
Let s,(n) be the time when job i begins processing under 1. We call a job i straddling 
job if si(i)<d=C(A)<Ci(A), early job if Ci(A)<d, or tardy job if C;(A)>d. The 
proof for the property below follows from a job interchange argument. 
Property 5. Zf job if has the shortest processing time on machine j (jeM), then, 
%* must schedule it to be one of the following on machine j: (1) a straddling job; 
(2) the last early job; or (3) the first tardy job. 
Let Rj(lb) be the starting time of machine j, namely, the time when it starts to process 
its first job. Assuming that job i is assigned to machine j, we define the relative 
completion time of job i as Di(n) = C,(i) - Z?j(i). Given d* (the optimal solution 
for P2), let dj(A) be the distance between d* and Rj(iti), namely, dj(lb) =d* -R,(A). 
We have 
Property 6. 
dj(A*)=& iEz ,oi(J*), J’EM. 
I * 
(2.2) 
Proof. Consider machine j in the problem P2. Let 4(d,A) be its contribution to 
J(d,A). Then, it follows from (2.1) that .$(d*,i*)= ciE,ci*,(Ci(A*) - d*)2= 
Cicn,(**) [Rj(n*) + Di(A* I- d*12 = CIEn,(i*) [Di(A*) - dj(A*)12. Thus, in order that 
4(d*,A*) is minimal, dj(A*) should be equal to (l/171i(n*)l)Ci~,i(n*)oi(n*). Cl 
Let aj(J) be the job sequence on machine j, jEM, under a schedule 2. A sequence 
cj(i) is said to be V-shaped in respect of processing times if, on machine j, the 
jobs sequenced before (after) the shortest job assigned to that machine are arranged 
in nonincreasing (nondecreasing) order of their processing times. The property below 
is a generalization of the well-known V-shape property of optimal sequences in the 
single-machine case [3]. 
Property 7. oj(A*), Vj EM, must be V-shaped in respect of the processing times. 
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Proof. The proof follows from Property 6 and [3] (Eilon and Chowdhury actually 
show that an optimal sequence to the waiting time variance (WTV) problem is 
V-shaped, which however implies the V-shape property of the CTV problem according 
to Theorem H of Merten and Muller [ 111). 0 
Property 8. There exists an optimal schedule A* in which the shortest job on every 
machine starts before d* = c(n*). 
Proof. For ai = {ai( T’(A*), . . . , c~,F(;l*)}, its reverse sequence is defined as 
oi”(n*) = {oil@*), a?@*), $-‘(A*), . . .) $(A*)}. Based on Property 6 above and 
Theorem K of Merten and Muller [ 111, we know that there exists an optimal schedule 
il” in which the job sequence on machine j is $‘(A*) if and only if there exists an 
optimal schedule 1* in which the job sequence on machine j is ai( jEM. This 
together with Property 5 completes the proof. 0 
3. NP-completeness 
We examine the NP-completeness of the recognition version of Pl, which asks if 
there exists a schedule ;1 E A such that CTV(A.) < y, where y 20 is a given threshold. 
We will show that 3-Partition, as stated below, is reducible to this problem. 
3-Partition (Garey and Johnson [4]): Given positive integers t, b and a set of integers 
A=(al,az,..., a3*) with CfL, ai = tb and b/4 <ai < b/2 for 1 <i <3t, does there exist 
a partition (At,&, . . . ,A,) of A into 3-element sets such that, for each j, CaEA, a = b? 
Given any instance of 3-Partition, we construct the following instance of Pl: 
m =t, n’ = tb2, B = 2t(n’ + 3)b, n=3t+(2n’+ l)t, 
Pi = ai, i= 1,2 ,..., 3t, pi=B, i=3t+ 1,3t+2 ,..., n, 
y =~(2t$(~b+iB)2+~tb2}. 
We call the above instance Pl-S, and call those jobs with a processing time pi = B 
“B-jobs” and those jobs with pi = ai “normal jobs”. 
Lemma 1. Let 1 be a schedule for Pl-S. Then, if 1 does not assign exactly 2n’ + 1 
B-jobs to each machine j, jEM, then CTV(n) >y. 
Proof. Given Pl-S, we can construct a smaller problem with only B-jobs. Since there 
are (2n’ + 1)m B-jobs and m machines, the optimal schedule for this smaller problem, 
denoted as Ai, should assign exactly 2n’+l B-jobs to each machine, with d,* coinciding 
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with the completion time of the (n’+ 1)th job on each machine. In this case, it is easy to 
see that J(d,*, 2:) = m(2 JY$i(~~)‘}. Clearly, any other schedule without this pattern 
of job assignment will increase the objective value. The minimal increment corresponds 
to a schedule (denoted as 1;) which assigns 2n’+2 B-jobs to one machine, 2n’ B-jobs 
to another machine, and 2n’ + 1 B-jobs to the remaining machines. Letting dk be the 
dB that minimizes J(ds,IL), one can see that, 
J(dk, AL) = 2 c i:, (’ ?B + iB )‘+2$(-iB+iB)‘+(m-2) 
Thus, J(dk,$) =.J(di,Az) + (n’ + i)B2 >ny, noting the big value set for the para- 
meter B. 
Now, for any A, one can construct accordingly a 3.~ for the smaller problem with only 
B-jobs, by deleting all normal jobs from A. Clearly, J(d, A)>J(d, A,). On the other 
hand, if AB # A;, then J(d, 2,) >J(dk, AL) > ny. This together with nCTV( iv) =J(d, A) 
completes the proof. q 
Lemma 2. Let 3, be a schedule for Pl-S which assigns 2n’+l B-jobs to each machine. 
Then, CTV(A) > y if lC’Bj,,,+l (A) -d( > :B for any j, where d = c(A) and CBj,,t+l(A) 
denotes the completion time of the (n’ + 1)-th B-job scheduled on machine j. 
Proof. Use a similar argument as in the proof for Lemma 1. 0 
By Property 7 we know that all normal jobs assigned on a same machine should be 
scheduled together. Letting aj(A) and fij(l) be the numbers of B-jobs on machine j 
scheduled before and after the set of normal jobs, respectively, we have 
Lemma 3. If A* is an optimal schedule for Pl-S under which 2n’ + 1 B-jobs ure 
assigned to each machine and JCBj,,/+l(A*)-d*l< ;B for all j, then, aj(i_*)=n’+ 1, 
fij(A* ) = n’, and d * lies in the set of normal jobs on every machine j (i.e., on euery 
muchine j, d* falls in between the starting time of the jirst normal job and the 
completion time of the last normal job). 
Proof. By Property 5 and JCBj,,/+l (,X*)-d*\ < +B, it is impossible to have aj(I.*)<n’ 
or @(A*) < n’ - 1. Thus, all we should consider are xj(ib*) = n’, p’(A* ) = n’ - 1, or 
CCj(A*)=d + 1. 
If Mj(A*) = n’ for some j, then we can construct a 1.’ by reversing the order of 
the normal jobs and the (n’ + 1)th B-job on machine j (all other jobs and d* are 
kept unchanged). One can see that 1’ is better than I.* as the completion times of 
the changed jobs are brought closer to d* since CBj,,,+l(A*) - d* < +B. Similarly, if 
/?j(A*) = n’ - 1, we may show that A* is not optimal. 
Now, if Ej(A*) = n’ + 1 but d* lies in a B-job, then by Property 5 this B-job must 
be the last B-job sequenced before all normal jobs, or the first B-job sequenced after 
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Machine 1 
d* 
Machine m I I !T lb 
[----- . . . +, . . . I1 
Fig. 1 
all normal jobs. In this case, a job-shift argument to bring d* to the nearest normal 
job will generate a better schedule and hence prove the lemma. 0 
Lemma 4. If 3-Partition has “yes” answer, then there exists an optimal schedule ,I* 
for PI-S such that CTV(I*)< y. 
Proof. If 3-Partition has “yes” answer, then we can construct a schedule J with a 
pattern as shown in Fig. 1. 
Let fij(1) be the set of normal jobs on machine j, excluding the last one. Then, 
Ikj(n)l=2 for all J’EM and ICi -d*l<ib if iEi?j(i). Thus, 
nCTV(I*)=J(d*,;l*)<J(d*,L) 
=2x? (fb+iB)‘fC C (Ci-d*)‘<ny, 
jEM i=O jEMiEii,(l) 
This completes the proof. 0 
Lemma 5. If 3-Partition has “no” answer, then CTV(I1) > y, YJ. f A. 
Proof. We first show that there exists an optimal schedule i* for Pl-S with 
CTV(L*) 3 y if 3-Partition has “no ” answer. Clearly, because of Lemmas 1-3, we 
only need to consider the case where aj(;l* ) = n’ + 1 and pj(A*) = n’ for all j, and 
d* = c(L*) lies in the normal job set on every machine. Let dtj be the distance be- 
tween d* and the completion time of the last early B-job and Azj be the distance 
between the starting time of the first tardy B-job and d*, on machine j. Again, let 
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?ci(A*) be the set of normal jobs on machine j, excluding the last one. Then, we have 
1 
n’ n’ 
J(d*,i*)= C C[Alj+iB]2+C[A*j+iB]Z+ C (Cj(A*)-d*)* 
/'EM i=O i=O iEft,(?.*) 1 
let Aj = i[Alj + Azj] 
) 
22z$ [(Ajyfb) + (iB+Ih)12 
(noting z(Aj-fh) =O) 
= 2(n’+l~~(Aj-~b)*+ny-~tb’. 
/EM 
Since 3-Partition has “no” answer, there must exist at least two machines such that 
Aj - ib # 0, or ( Aj - ibla i due to the integrality of the parameters. This gives 
us J(d*,A*)>(n’ + 1) + ny - itb*>ny, and CV(2)2CV(n*)= kJ(d*,i*)>y, 
VJ3, E n. q 
Theorem 1. Pl is NP-complete in the strong sense when m is arbitrary. 
Proof. Pl is a member of NP. Furthermore, it follows from Lemmas 4 and 5 that 
3-Partition is reducible to Pl. This together with the fact that the transformation 
we constructed from 3-Partition to Pl is pseudopolynomial (cf. [4]) completes the 
proof. 0 
Theorem 2. Pl is NP-complete in the ordinary sense when m is fixed. 
Proof. It has been known that Pl is NP-complete when m = 1 [9]. This implies that Pl 
is NP-complete for any m 2 1. On the other hand, we have derived a pseudopolynomial 
algorithm which can find an optimal solution to Pl with a fixed m. (See Algorithm 1 
in the next section.) The theorem is proven by combining these two results. 0 
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4. Algorithms 
It follows from Property 3 that an optimal schedule 1* can be constructed analytically 
when n < 2m. Thus, throughout this section, we will consider the case where n > 2m, 
and the algorithms developed should be applied only when n > 2m. 
For the time being, we assume that d* = c(l*) is given. We will see that the 
resultant algorithms are not dependent on this assumption. For any schedule I, let 
&(A) = d* - C,(l). Then, it follows from Property 1 that Pl is equivalent to finding 
a 1* to minimize: 
F(A)= c c 5i2(4. (4.1) 
jEM ifn,(l) 
We will develop our algorithms based on the above formulation of the problem. 
4. I. An exact algorithm 
Suppose that a subset Si = { 1,2,. . . , i} of jobs have been scheduled by 1* on the m 
machines, where i Gn - m. (We have known, by Property 2, that the m largest jobs 
are assigned as the first jobs of the m machines, so we only need to consider the 
remaining n - m jobs.) Let pj be the sum of the processing times of those jobs in S; 
assigned to machine j and let rj be their starting time. We consider such a A* that 
has the characteristics as specified in Section 2. By Property 8, we know that rj <d* 
for all jgnil, since Si always contains the smallest job i; on machine j. Moreover, 
from Properties 4 and 5, we know that q> max{d* - [k(P - P,) + 2p,_,],d* - 
(pj + P~_~)}. Hence, letting tj =d* - rj, from Property 6 (Note that I&(d) is an 
integer as p,& is an integer for any k. Thus, dj(L*) in Property 6 and, consequently, 
d* - rj, are integer multiples of l/nj), we can see that tj is contained in the following 
set: 
d(P-P,)+2Pn-rnvPj+ Pn-nz 5 (4.2) 
where nj = lZj(n*)] is the total number of jobs that I* will assign to machine j. Since 
each machine, according to Property 3, will be assigned with no less than two jobs 
(when n>2m), we know that 2Qnj<n-2m+2, VjEM. 
Now consider job i. According to Property 7, no matter which machine job i will 
be assigned to, it will be scheduled either before or after the jobs in S;_r. (Recall 
that we have assumed that pi > pk, Vk <i.) Moreover, &(A*) = tj - p; if it is assigned 
to machine j before the jobs in $_I, otherwise &(,I*) = tj - pj if it is assigned to 
machine j after the jobs in ,S’_r. Let f;;(tr, tz ,...,&n,lll,P2,..-, pm) be the minimal cost 
of F(I*) to schedule the jobs in ,!$ = { 1,2,. . . , i), subject to tj E Tj and the sum of the 
processing times of the jobs assigned to machine j being equal to ,Uj, ‘v’j EM. Then, 
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one can see that 
xz 
min {<lj - Pij2 +J'i-l(tls...,tj-l,tj - pl,t,+l,...,t,, 
j=l,2,...,m 
+fi-l(fl ,...itj-litj,tj+l,..., tm,filr---,Pj-l,Pj - P*3Pj+l,.-.,Pmm)), (4.3) 
with the boundary conditions: 
0 if pk=O and tkETk, VkEM; 
fo(tl,t2,...,tm,~1,112,...,~m)= (4.4) 
+cc otherwise; 
J;(tl,t2,...,tm,~l,~2 ,..., pm)=+oO, if tj$Tj, trjEM; i=l,Z ,..., n-m. 
(4.5) 
An observation is that the computation of f does not require knowing the value 
of d*. Hence, for any given combination of nl,n2,. . . , and n,, an optimal schedule 
can be derived from the recurrence relations (4.3)-(4.5). An optimal solution A* is the 
best found by exhausting all possible combinations of 121,122,. . . , and n,. This suggests 
the following algorithm, in which S2i = xkES, pk. 
Algorithm 1. 







1,2 ,..., m, and CyzlnJ=n. 
i= 1, do 
Generate a combination of ,UI, ~2,. . . , and ,u~ subject to 0 <pj < i(P - P,) 
f2p,_,, for j=1,2 ,..., m, and c/m=,pj=Qi; 
Compute fi(t*, t2 ,..., tm,p1,p2 ,... ,p,,,) according to (4.3)-(4.5) for all com- 
binations of tl, t2,. . . , and tm subject to tj E Tj for j = 1,2,. . . , m. 
If all feasible combinations of pl, ~2,. . . , and pL, have been exhausted, then 
go to 2.4; else return to Step 2.1. 
If i-n-m, go to Step 3; else let i=i+ 1 and return to Step 2.1. 
(3) Letting F(n 1,. . , n,) be the optimal value for the given combination of nl, n2,. , 
and n,, compute (note that tj = d * - Cn-j+l (A*), where job i = n - j + 1 is the 
min min 
IP~-~(P-P,)I 92p,_, GET, 
c ,Ew~,=p-pm 
jEM 
jth largest job assigned to machine j.) 
~(t;)+fn--mw2 ,..., h,Pl,P2 ,..,> Pm) 
jEM 
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(4) If all feasible combinations of nl,nz,. . . , and n, have been exhausted, then go to 
Step 5; else return to Step 1. 
(5) Let CTV(;1*) = hF(n:, n,*, . . . , nc), where F(nT,nf,. . . , rzz) is the minimum found 
from Steps l-4. 
(6) Construct the schedule 1* corresponding to F(nT, nz, . . . ,nz) by a backward track- 
ing process. 
To show the time complexity of Algorithm 1, we need a lemma as follows. Consider 
a problem of putting u indistinguishable items into u boxes. Let ai, 212,. . , and v, 
represent, respectively, the numbers of items that are put into boxes 1,2,. . . , and U. 
(Note that here we are concerned only with the numbers of items allocated to the 
boxes). Let h(u, v) denote the total number of possible combinations of vi, ~2,. . , and 
vu, which satisfy 0 <vi <v, for j = 1,2,. . . , u, and EYE, uj = V. It can be shown that 
(see, e.g., Section 1.4 of [5]) 
h(u,v)= (n+,,> =(;;;_-I;;! 
= & {(v + U - l)(V + U - 2). . . (v + u - (24 - 1))). 
This leads to Lemma 6 below. 
Lemma 6. 
U-l 
h(% u> =(uv_ l)! + Bu_2(U)vU-2 + Bu__3(U)VU-3 + . . . + Bo(u)vO, (4.6) 
where Bj(U), j=O, 1,. . ., u - 2, are CoefJicients independent of II. 
One can see that the number of ways to generate nl, n2,. . . , and n, in Step 1 of 
Algorithm 1 is bounded by h(m, n - 2m). (Note that nj = 2 + n;, where 0 <n: dn - 2m, 
according to Property 3.) Also, the number of ways to generate pi, ~12,. . , pm, subject 
to O<pj < i(P - P,) + 2p,,-* and ~~=i pj = Szi, in Step 2 is bounded by h(m, Cl,), 
since without the limitation pj < i(P-P,)+2p,_,, h(m, !&) has already been an upper 
bound. Similarly, the number of enumerations for ,ut, ~2,. . . , pm required by Step 3 is 
bounded by h(m,P - P,). In summary, we have: 
Theorem 3. A* found by Algorithm 1 is an optimal solution for Pl, while the time 
required to jind the solution is bounded above by 0(n2mP”(P-Pm)m-‘/[mm(m- 1)!12). 
Proof. The optimal&y of A* follows from the principle of optimality of dynamic pro- 
gramming. 
It follows from Lemma 6 that the time required by Step 2.1 is bounded above 
by O(!C$~-‘/(m - l)!) or O((P - P,)m-l/(m - l)!) for any i<n - m. Let Nt be the 
number of ways to generate tl, t2,. . . , and t,,, in Step 2.2. Since ITjl<nj(pj + P,,_~), 
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it is clear that N <n II t -. 1 2.. . dpl + p,-,)(p2 + p,-,). . . (pm + p_,). Further, since 
nt +n2+ . ..nm=n and ~~+pn--m+~2+pn--m+...+~m+pn_m=SZi+mpn-m, one 
can show that 
Thus, Step 2 needs O((n - m)nmPm(P - P,)“-‘/m2”(m - l)!) time in total. This 
dominates the time requirement of Steps 3, 5 and 6. Again, it follows from Lemma 6 
that the time of Steps 1 and 4 is bounded by O((n - 2m)m-‘/(m - l)!). Combining 
these results gives the time requirement as stated in the theorem. 17 
4.2. An approximate algorithm 
The algorithm proposed in this section is a generalization of the approximate al- 
gorithm developed in [l] for the single-machine CTV problem. The basic idea is to 
allow the starting times of the jobs to take only certain values rather than the whole 
set Tj (see (4.2)). This can be achieved by replacing l/nj by a common factor ye. This 
generates the following set: 
r;= q,2y,...,min 
{ { 
i(P - Pm) + 2Pu-nz, Pj + Pn-m 
11 
(4.7) 
We propose the following algorithm: 
Algorithm 2. All the steps are same as those in Algorithm 1 except that the sets Tj are 
replaced by q’ for all j EM and no enumeration of the combinations of nl, n2,. . , n, 
is to be carried out. 
Theorem 4. Let 2” be the schedule obtained by Algorithm 2, and let e(n’) = (CTVoLa) 
- CTV(n*))/CTV(~*) be its relative error. Then, 
(1) e(A”) < 3my2/[n(n - 2m)], for n > 2m. 
(2) The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is bounded above by O(nP”(P - P,)“-‘1 
[q”m”(m - l)!]). 
Proof. Given an optimal A*, there exists an R$(n* ) that has the minimal distance from 
the optimal starting time Rj(J.*) of machine j, subject to the condition that d:(I,*) is 
an element in the set T:, where di(n*)=d* -$(A*). Hence, letting Sj(%*)=R,(A*) 
- $(A*), we have 
Idj(i*)l = min 
4’(1’) E zy’ 
{ \Rj(A*) - RJ(l,*)\}. (4.8) 
It is clear that there always exists a schedule I,‘, which is constructed from iv* by 
shifting the starting times of the jobs on machine j by an equal amount Sj(A*) so that 
Rj(lt’)=R~(3~*)=Rj(~*) - Sj(i*), for j= 1,2,..., m. (Note that this schedule satisfies 
the condition that the starting times of all jobs under this schedule lie in the set r/.) 
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This will yield to &(A’)=d* - Ci(A’)=d* - (Ci(A*) - L$(L*))= li(A*) + hj(A*) if 
job i is scheduled on machine j. Thus, (4.1) can be re-written as 
F(A* I= C C [ti(n’> - ajtn* )I2 
/EM iErr, 
jEM iErc,(L*) jEM iEnj(A*) jEM iGTj(n*) 
From Property 6, we see that 
C 5i(n’) = C [d* - Ci(n*) + dj(n*)] 
iEn,, iEn, 
= C [dj(A*) -Di(A*) + Jj(A*)] 
iEn, 
= jnj(l*)ldj(A*) - C oi(l*) 
( iEn, 
= C Cfj(/l*). 
iEn, 
Hence (4.9) becomes 
F(n*)= c c &‘) - c c s;(n*). 
jEM iErr, jEM ien, 
(4.10) 
Note that F(,V) = xjEM CiGrr,(l.I 5!(2”) d xjEM &n,(n*j tf(i’) for any A’ subject 
to the condition that the starting times of all the jobs under 1’ are in the set Tj, since 
1” is the best schedule found by Algorithm 2 that satisfies this condition. Thus from 
(4.10) we have 
F(n=)dF(A*) + c c $?(A*). (4.11) 
jEMiEn,(L*) 
Since d,!(A*) is in the set q, it is clear that R;(;l*)=d* - dj’(A*) =d* -I’ - k’q, 
where I’ and k’ are certain integers. Similarly, it can be seen that Rj(n*) = d* - Z* 
- k*(l/nT), where I* and k* are certain integers and n; is the number of jobs 
on machine j under il*. Thus, it is evident that I$(n*)I = min~~(~*,Gr,{IRj(~*) -
Z$(n*)l} < iv, Vj EM. Therefore, it follows from (4.11) that F(Aa) <F(A*) + inv2. 
Equivalently, we have 
CTV(P) < CTV(A*) + iv’. 
Next, we establish a lower bound for CW(~*). Let 
CTVj(A*)= $ C [Ci(A*) - c(rl*)12 
J iEn, 
(4.12) 
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be the contribution of machine j to the overall CTV objective function under the 
schedule /2*, where FZ~* = Iz~(R*)( is the number of jobs assigned to machine j by A*. 
Hence, based on Property 6, we know that CTV(A*) = c,“=, CTF(n*). 
An obvious lower bound for any CTF(J* ) can be obtained by assuming that all 
processing times are equal to 1. Thus, when n,! is an even number, after some simpli- 
fication we may have 
T E-’ (f +q2 = ;(q2 - 1). 
k=O 
Similarly, when nJ5 is an odd number, we can obtain 
Both (4.13) and (4.14) give us 





Now, if n/m is an integer, it is clear that CJTl(ny2 - I ) is minimized when n; = n/m 
forj= 1,2,... , m. Otherwise, c,” 1 ( nJT2 - l)> C~ZI(Ln/mj2 - I), where [n/m] is the 
largest integer <n/m. Noting that Ln/mJ > (n/m) - 1, we have 
CTV(A*) 2 & 2 (n;’ - 1) 
j=l 
>A${(:-l,'-I} =&(n-2m). (4.16) 
Combining (4.16) with (4.12), we complete the proof for Part (1). 
Algorithm 2 has the following features: (a) it does not enumerate the combina- 
tions of nl,q,...,n,; and (b) (T,l<f(/j + p,_,), for j= 1,2,...,m. Therefore, an 
analysis similar to that in the proof for Theorem 3 will give the time complexity 
in Part (2). 0 
As a consequence of Theorem 4, we have 
Corollary 1. Algorithm 2 with q = 1 can generate, in time O(nPm(P - Pm)“-‘/mM(m 
- l)!), a schedule 2” with relative error approaching zero at a rate O(na2) when m 
is a fixed number. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper we studied the problem of scheduling n jobs on m identical parallel 
machines so as to minimize the variance of job completion times. We have obtained a 
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number of optimality properties of optimal solutions, and shown that the problem is NP- 
complete in the strong sense when m is arbitrary, and NP-complete in the ordinary sense 
when m is fixed. This complements earlier results on the NP-completeness of the CTV 
problem with equal weights. A question that still remains open is the complexity of 
the single-machine CTV problem with arbitrary weights (the original model formulated 
by Merten and Muller [ll]). A conjecture is that this problem might be NP-complete 
in the strong sense. 
Two algorithms have been proposed to solve the problem. The first algorithm can 
generate an optimal solution in time bounded above by O(n2mI’m(P - Pm)“-‘/[m”(m 
- l)!]‘), and the second algorithm can find a near-optimal solution in time bounded 
above by O(nPm(P - Pm)“-‘/[mm(m - l)!]). We have further shown that the relative 
error of the near-optimal solution is guaranteed to approach zero at a rate O(K~) as 
n increases. 
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